PHP Developer – Bucharest, Romania

Our Client has an exciting opportunity for PHP developers to join us in Bucharest. We work in a multinational, distributed environment using Agile methodology (Scrum) and XP Practices.

Our Client uses Agile software development as an approach to deliver the highest value to the customer - we
work in intense and close cooperation with the customer. You’ll be working in an established and proven
environment, with quality-oriented developers.

Job overview:
The project to be developed is a complex online payment web application, with a high level of scalability,
availability and job will consist of refactoring, rescaling and re-architecturing the application, but also

adding new features and integrating new modules.

The focus is mainly on backend development but you will also be involved in building the front facing
website which customers will use to get information of the different payments they make.
The team will nsist of 6 PHP Developers/ QA / Scrum Master/ Architect/ Product Owner.
Core values already implemented within the team include:






Process automation (for both testing and deployment)
Blue-green deployment
Continuous integration (Jenkins)
Cloud computing (Docker and Ansible in Rackspace or Openstack)
Open source technologies

Responsibilities:
 Own and drive development, testing and delivery of best quality features in a cross functional
environment; understand business needs and push great software to production
 Design core, backend software components that can scale as our product does;
 Responsible for resolving, testing any production issues when they arise;
 Conduct design and code reviews;
 Analyze and improve efficiency, scalability, and stability of various product components and system
resources;

Requirements:
 lid knowledge of software engineering principles (OOP, Design Patterns, Agile best practices, etc.);
 Advanced knowledge of relational databases and SQL, preferably MySQL;
 Advanced knowledge of APIs, web protocols and services (REST, SOAP, HTTP, SOA,
Microservices, etc.)
 Experience building large-scale applications and refactoring it;
 Experience with unit/integration/functional/exploratory tests
 Ability to deliver value in an Agile development environment – experience in working Agile (Scrum,
LeSS, Kanban)
 Not be afraid to code across a number of languages from PHP to Java, JavaScript or Ansible;
 Caching: Memcached, AeroSpike;
 Background processing: RabbitMQ;
 Knowledge with Security PHP concepts;
 Systems knowledge and basic shell scripting (RedHat/CentOS but not only);

Virtualization solutions and alternatives (containerization);
Continuous Integration (we have 3 different environments before pushing to production);
Blue-green deployment (one button push and we're moving code to production without downtime);
Cloud computing (we prefer Docker and Ansible in Rackspace or OpenStack);
Monitoring the application and infrastructure for the best performance (JMeter, AppDynamics,
NewRelic, Zabbix, etc.);
 Open Source (we use tools built by the community: Jenkins, Symfony Components, Zend
Components and other libraries);
 Improving skills with training provided by big names in the industry and also Self Studying;






Core Values Required:






Positive attitude
Team-player
Willing to learn and improve
Good problem-solving skills
Flexible to different technologies and projects

What we offer:
 Flexible working environment within a dynamic team
 We leave you room to balance your work and private life - 22 days as annual vacation + additional
vacation days according to the internal policies
 Access to various training programs (soft and hard skills trainings, according to the internal policies)
 Continous learning and improvement activities (reading groups, competency centers, video sessions
on Pluralsight, Events: process related-Agile/Scrum/Kanban, coding oriented TDD Kata)
 Private medical subscription, you can choose from 2 providers
 Meal tickets
 Free Gym Subscription - fitness, aerobic, pool (according to internal policies)
 Massage within the company premises
 Team events (teambuildings, team hangouts, Christmas party, etc.)
 Long term career development programs
 Being part of a growing organization with Belgian roots

If you have any enquiries or to apply, please forward your CV at office@brainsconsulting.ro
Telephone: 0733733411 – Adelina Tirziu

